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33.10.32

Pacific Gas & Electric Company

Responses to Comments from Pacific Gas & Electric Company

PGE2-1: Pit 7 Dam and Powerhouse Facilities Report was provided to
PG&E via email on September 17, 2013.
PGE2-2: Reclamation provided the information that PG&E requested
via email on September 20, 2013.
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Pacific Gas & Electric Company
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Responses to Comments from Pacific Gas & Electric Company

PGE3-1: Reclamation provided the requested information to PG&E in
response to this comment.
PGE3-2: Reclamation provided the requested information to PG&E in
response to this comment.
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33.10.34

Pacific Gas & Electric Company

Responses to Comments from Pacific Gas & Electric Company

PGE4-1: Comment noted.
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Pacific Gas & Electric Company
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Responses to Comments from Pacific Gas & Electric Company

PGE5-1: During the public comment period for the SLWRI, PG&E
provided comments regarding their facilities that are operated on the Pit
River, and transmission facilities within the primary study area. Some of
the concerns were the reduced generation capacity of hydropower
facilities on the Pit River due to higher tailwater levels, and operational
effects of the current Pit 7 Dam spillway and afterbay dam. PG&E also
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raised concern of the proposed modifications to two of transmission
facilities in the area.
During development of the D EIS, Reclamation coordinated with PG&E
to obtain information needed to conduct analyses on the effects on
PG&E facilities, and the potential reduction in long term generation of
power. The information provided by PG&E to Reclamation was used in
the development of both designs and cost estimates that were developed
for the DEIS. All analysis of PG&E facilities for the DEIS was the best
available to Reclamation at the time of development. During the public
comment period PG&E expressed concern regarding the analysis that
was done regarding the Pit 7 facility, transmission and distribution lines,
and long term power generation. During this time PG&E provided
Reclamation with additional information to improve the level of analysis
of these facilities. Based on this additional information, Reclamation
has refined their analyses related to PG&E facilities in the Final EIS,
including:
•

Modifications to the Pit 7 Dam spillway have been incorporated
into all action alternatives (see Chapter 2, “Alternatives,”
Section 2.3.8, “Comprehensive Plan Construction Activities.”)

•

Modifications to Pit 7 Powerhouse have been refined in all
action alternatives (see Chapter 2, “Alternatives,” Section 2.3.8,
“Comprehensive Plan Construction Activities.”)

•

To offset reduced power generation capabilities at Pit 7
Powerhouse due to increased tailwater effects of an enlarged
Shasta Lake, all action alternatives include in-kind power
replacement (see Chapter 2, “Alternatives,” Section 2.3,
“Action Alternatives.”)

The following features have been updated in the cost estimates to reflect
the refinements to the Pit 7 Powerhouse Mechanical Modifications,
additional dewatering pumping capacity at gallery, extend dam erosion
protection, stabilize flooded roadway section with concrete paving,
relocate gaging station and cableway, extend boat barriers, rehab
existing boat ramp, relocate security fence, relocate miscellaneous
signage, relocate early warning system, and increase height of the
existing left and right concrete training walls.
Pit 7 Dam and Powerhouse With the additional information provided
during the public comment period for the DEIS about Pit 7 facilities,
additional analysis has been performed and information is included in
the Final EIS Engineering Summary Appendix, Chapter 3, “Design
Considerations for Dam and Appurtenances of Dam Enlargements.” The
additional analysis required additional items to be added to the cost
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estimate for Pit 7 and can be found in the Final EIS Engineering
Summary Appendix Attachment 2, “6.5-Foot Raise and Reservoir Area
Infrastructure Costs,” Attachment 3, “12.5-Foot Raise and Reservoir
Area Infrastructure Cost Estimates,” and Attachment 4, “18.5-Foot
Raise and Reservoir Area Infrastructure Cost Estimates.” The cost
estimates in the DEIS and in the Final EIS have been developed
consistent with Reclamation Manual, Directives and Standards FAC 0901, 09-02, and 09-03, and if Congress authorizes the project more
detailed cost estimates at a more significant level of design will be
developed.
Transmission Lines With the additional information provided during
the public comment regarding design standards and constraints on the
transmission line relocations, designs were updated for the EIS. A
description of the transmission line work can be found in the EIS
Engineering Summary Appendix, Chapter 4, “Design Considerations for
Reservoir Area Infrastructure Modifications and/or Relocations.” The
cost estimate for the new transmission line relocations can be found in
the EIS Engineering Summary Appendix Attachment 2, “6.5-Foot Raise
and Reservoir Area Infrastructure Costs,” Attachment 3, “12.5-Foot
Raise and Reservoir Area Infrastructure Cost Estimates,” and
Attachment 4, “18.5-Foot Raise and Reservoir Area Infrastructure Cost
Estimates.” The cost estimates in the DEIS and Final EIS have been
developed consistent with Reclamation Manual, Directives and
Standards FAC 09-01, 09-02, and 09-03, and if Congress authorizes the
project more detailed cost estimates at a more significant level of design
will be developed.
Effects to Long Term Generation at Pit 7 Powerhouse Analysis
within the DEIS was performed by Reclamation with the best available
information at the time of preparation. As stated in the DEIS Chapter 23
“Power and Energy,” Section 23.3.2, “Criteria for Determining
Significance of Effects”:
The thresholds of significance for impacts to power and
energy are based on the environmental checklist in
Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, as amended.
These thresholds also encompass the factors taken into
account under NEPA to determine the significance of an
action in terms of its context and the intensity of its impacts.
An alternative would be considered to have a potentially
significant impact on regional hydropower production if the
average annual energy generation or consumption is
greater than 5 percent.
With the information and tools available to Reclamation at the time of
development of the DEIS the impacts were considered less than
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significant. The results of the hydropower generation analysis can be
found in Table 23-2 through Table 23-8 for the No-Action Alternative,
CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4, CP4A, and CP5, respectively.
While under the significance criteria the impact is not significant,
Reclamation recognizes that the loss of power generation will result in a
loss of PG&E revenue. Reclamation will provide in kind power in a
method that will be determined after congressional authorization, to
offset the reduced generation at Pit 7 dam and facilities. Chapter 2,
“Alternatives,” has been revised to reflect Reclamation providing in kind
power. Further, Chapter 23, “Power and Energy,” has been revised to
reflect Reclamations commitment to providing in kind power.
Future Coordination with PG&E Reclamation recognizes that if
Congress authorizes the SLWRI that additional planning, engineering
analysis, design and cost estimates will need to be performed before
construction. Reclamation in coordination with PG&E will discuss and
investigate the affects and analysis that will be required for the Pit 7
facilities and other PG&E facilities. Some of the suggested study topics
and possible requirements are included in the following Table 33.10-2.
Table 33.10-2. Shasta Dam Raise Impacts on PG&E Pit 7 Development
Impact of Raise
Action Required
Regulatory and Non-Regulatory Documents
License Amendment
FERC Project Boundary/Document Updates
PG&E Internal Document Updates
Pit 7 Dam

Prepare license amendment, flood plain study, survey maps,
and legal recording, update documents

Spillway flip bucket overspray and inundation

Physical modeling study

Uplift and additional load on dam

High hazard stability analysis to Shasta PMF water levels

Dam foundation seepage drain system

Redesign pump system at gallery

Two 96 inch low level outlets flooded at Shasta
IDF levels

Study to verify no capacity reductions

Diversion tunnel flooding

Geotechnical study on left abutment slope stability

Right abutment groin drainage

Study impact of higher water on existing dam leakage

Spillway channel bank erosion protection

Slope stability and re-design of bank erosion protection
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Table 33.10-2. Shasta Dam Raise Impacts on PG&E Pit 7 Development (contd.)
Impact of Raise
Action Required
Pit 7 Powerhouse
Mechanical
Tailwater depression system

Study to determine is a depression system will be required,
design water depression system, and add compressors,
receivers and controls

Governor pressure tanks and air receiver

Secure against buoyancy

Turbine shaft seals

Seal study and test with higher TW.

Turbine Modifications - Loss of efficiency, adverse
change in rough operating zone and increased
vibration

Study and/or test these impacts

Flood interior of powerhouse

Study measures to reduce risk

Electrical equipment associated with mechanical
equipment relocation
Building sump pumps, cooling water, draft tube
de-watering pumps

Study measures to reduce risk of shorting out electrical
equipment on turbine floor due to flooding
Study pump H/Q curves for higher TW

Oil separators

Study for sizing

Spiral case access with higher TW

No technical solution available

Electrical

Electrical equipment relocation

Automation system upgrade

1) All electrical equipment on turbine floor (elev. 1069.0') and
basement floor (Elev. 1056.75') will be under water. They
should be relocated above the proposed normal tailwater Elev.
1087.5'.
2) The lower portion of electrical equipment including
components installed on the switchboard and panels mounted
on the generator floor (1084.5') will be under water. They
should be relocated above the proposed normal tailwater Elev.
1087.5'
1) All rack mounted devices below proposed normal tailwater
Elev. 1087.5' need to be relocated.
2) Add floor monitoring alarm systems

Civil
Powerhouse building stability

Structural analysis for sliding and uplift

Powerhouse building structural adequacy

Analyze powerhouse walls and other structural member for new
differential head load cases

New construction and anchors verification for
equipment

Design and structural verification for flooded powerhouse loads

Draft tube stop log gates

Structural analysis, hoisting system, and gate seal verification

Powerhouse and road surface drainage system
discharging into diversion tunnel outlet
Powerhouse walls and dewatering capacity
system
Septic tank floatation

Study powerhouse and road surface drain system
Condition assessment for leakage due to higher TW
Verify stability and efficacy of tank

Operation
Loss of Generation
Shasta IDF and PMF levels impacts on operation

Study based on proposed reservoir elevations and current
PG&E operation
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Table 33.10-2. Shasta Dam Raise Impacts on PG&E Pit 7 Development (contd.)
Impact of Raise
Action Required
PIT 7 Afterbay Dam
Civil Works
Hydrostatic loads on the Pit 7 Afterbay Dam (rapid
drawdown)

Rock dam structural stability (significant hazard)

Uplift on weir structure

Stability analysis

Pit 7 Afterbay Dam abutment erosion protection

Design to extend dam erosion protection to new water surface
elevation

Reservoir
Slope stability of river banks for 20.5 feet higher
inundation area
Self-flushing capacity of reservoir
Afterbay, Fender's Ferry Camp, and PH-47
Gaging Station Access Road, and PH-47 Gaging
Station and cableway
Public Safety

Geotechnical investigation
Sediment passage study
Re-design to meet USGS requirements for higher water level

Public access conflicts with the current location of
the Pit 7 Afterbay Dam for higher water levels

Evaluate Pit 7 Afterbay Dam potential relocation upstream to
meet USFS requirements

Boat barrier

Re-design

Boat ramp relocation as a result of the higher
water levels

Re-design to meet USFS requirements and upgrade public
safety plan

Dam boat barrier cable and signage
Security fence relocation
Fender's Ferry Camp relocation

Re-design and upgrade to meet USFS requirements
Flood plain study , re-design layout, and update public safety
plan
Re-design, flood plain study, and public safety plan to meet
USFS requirements

Signage relocation

Re-design signage plan, update public safety plan

Warning siren system

Relocate system and update public safety plan

Key:
Elev. = elevation
FERC = Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
IDF = Inflow design flood
PG&E = Pacific Gas and Electric Company
PMF = probable maximum flood
TW = Tailwater
USFS = U.S. Forest Service
USGS =U.S. Geological Survey

If a project is authorized for construction, Reclamation will coordinate
with PG&E to identify the specific studies, and additional analysis will
be performed. In addition, Reclamation will work with PG&E to
development long-term agreements for power replacement to offset
effects to Pit 7 generation during high water levels in the expanded
reservoir.
PGE5-2: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-5, “Some
People Support Dam Raise and Others Oppose Dam Raise.”
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PGE5-3: As described in the Engineering Summary Appendix
Reclamation recognizes the facilities mentioned in the public comment
as being in the primary study area and owned and operated by PG&E.
PGE5-4: Following receipt of PG&E’s November 30, 2005 letter
Reclamation coordinated with PG&E to obtain information on PG&E
facilities. This information, although limited, was the basis for the
analysis and evaluations presented in the DEIS. Following the DEIS
Reclamation has coordinated with PG&E to obtain additional facility
information. See also response to PGE5-1.
PGE5-5: See response to PGE5-1. Based on additional information
provided by PG&E following the DEIS comment period, Reclamation
has performed additional analysis on PG&E facilities within the primary
study area. Based on additional analysis and coordination with PG&E,
the Final EIS has been updated to reflect the commitment to provide in
kind power to offset reduced power generation at Pit 7 Powerhouse due
to impacts of action alternatives.
PGE5-6: See response to PGE5-1. Based on additional information
provided by PG&E following the DEIS comment period, Reclamation
has performed additional analysis on PG&E facilities within the primary
study area. Based on additional analysis and coordination with PG&E,
the Final EIS has been updated to reflect the refinements to tailwater
depression analysis, designs, and cost estimates.
PGE5-7: See response to PGE5-1. Based on additional information
provided by PG&E following the DEIS comment period, Reclamation
has performed additional analysis on PG&E facilities within the primary
study area. Based on additional analysis and coordination with PG&E,
the Final EIS has been updated to reflect the refinements to the Pit 7
Powerhouse Mechanical Modifications, additional dewatering pumping
capacity at gallery, extend dam erosion protection, stabilize flooded
roadway section with concrete paving, relocate gaging station and
cableway, extend boat barriers, rehab existing boat ramp, relocate
security fence, relocate miscellaneous signage, relocate early warning
system, and increase height of the existing left and right concrete
training walls.
PGE5-8: Following receipt of PG&E’s November 30, 2005 letter,
Reclamation coordinated with PG&E to obtain information on PG&E
facilities. This information, although limited, was the basis for the
analysis and evaluations presented in the DEIS. Following the DEIS
Reclamation has coordinated with PG&E to obtain additional facility
information. The Engineering Summary Appendix Chapter 3 “Design
Considerations for Dam and Appurtenances of Dam Enlargement,” has
been updated to include additional analysis performed on PG&E
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facilities using additional information provided to Reclamation from
PG&E. See also response to PGE5-1.
PGE5-9: Based on additional information provided by PG&E following
the DEIS comment period, Reclamation has performed additional
analysis on PG&E facilities within the primary study area. Based on
additional analysis and coordination with PG&E, the Final EIS has been
updated to reflect the refinements to the Pit 7 Powerhouse Mechanical
Modifications, additional dewatering pumping capacity at gallery,
extend dam erosion protection, stabilize flooded roadway section with
concrete paving, relocate gaging station and cableway, extend boat
barriers, rehab existing boat ramp, relocate security fence, relocate
miscellaneous signage, relocate early warning system, and increase
height of the existing left and right concrete training walls. The
Engineering Summary Appendix, Chapter 3, “Design Considerations for
Dam and Appurtenances of Dam Enlargement,” has been updated to
include additional analysis performed on PG&E facilities using
additional information provided to Reclamation. See also response to
PGE5-1.
PGE5-10: Reclamation coordinated with PG&E on December 5, 2013
to review PG&E’s comments including Attachment 3 referred to in the
above comment. Based on additional information provided by PG&E
following the DEIS comment period, Reclamation has performed
additional analysis on PG&E facilities within the primary study area.
Based on additional analysis and coordination with PG&E, the Final EIS
has been updated to reflect the refinements to the Pit 7 Powerhouse
Mechanical Modifications, additional dewatering pumping capacity at
gallery, extend dam erosion protection, stabilize flooded roadway
section with concrete paving, relocate gaging station and cableway,
extend boat barriers, rehab existing boat ramp, relocate security fence,
relocate miscellaneous signage, relocate early warning system, and
increase height of the existing left and right concrete training walls.
Per PG&E’s email from John Klobas dated April 8, 2014, PG&E
requested that specific information included in their comment letters not
be released to the public for security reasons:
The documents PG&E provided to Reclamation during the
comment period for the SLWRI do indeed contain FERC
designated Critical Energy Infrastructure Information
(CEII) and other sensitive and confidential information that
should not be released to the public for security reasons.
Below is a listing of additional instructions for these
documents:
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•

Do not release the CEII drawing in Attachment 1. It
is okay to release the remainder of Attachment 1.

•

It is okay to release the entire Attachment 2.

•

Do not release Attachment 3. (CEII is included
throughout the Pit 7 B&V Report)

•

Do not release Attachment 4. (Sensitive information
about the distribution and communication lines
w/maps)

•

Do not release Attachment 5. (Sensitive information
about the transmission lines)

PGE5-11: During development of the DEIS Reclamation developed
estimates of the lengths of affected power distribution lines, as described
in the Engineering Summary Appendix.
Based on the best available information for newly inundated areas and
required reservoir area structure relocations, up to 30,000 linear feet of
low voltage power linear feet were identified for replacement. As
identified in Chapter 2, “Alternatives,” Section 2.3.8, “Comprehensive
Plan Construction Activities,” Reclamation commits to relocate all
facilities affected by inundation or other relocations, and will perform
further analysis after congressional authorization.
PGE5-12: Based on additional information provided by PG&E
following the DEIS comment period, Reclamation has performed
additional analysis on PG&E facilities within the primary study area.
The Engineering Summary Appendix Chapter 4 “Design Considerations
for Reservoir Area Infrastructure Modifications and/or Relocations,” has
been updated to include additional analysis performed on PG&E's
transmission lines in the primary study area to accommodate a change in
clearance standards. Please see response to PGE5-1.
PGE5-13: Based on additional information provided by PG&E
following the DEIS comment period, Reclamation has performed
additional analysis on PG&E facilities within the primary study area.
The Engineering Summary Appendix Chapter 4 “Design Considerations
for Reservoir Area Infrastructure Modifications and/or Relocations,” has
been updated to include additional analysis performed on PG&E's
transmission lines in the primary study area to accommodate a change in
clearance standards. Please see response to PGE5-1.
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PGE5-14: Please refer to Master Comment Response EI-1, “Intent of
NEPA Process is to Provide Fair and Full Discussion of Significant
Environmental Impacts.”
PGE5-15: Please refer to Master Comment Response P&N-1, “Purpose
and Need and Objectives,” Master Comment Response ALTR-1, “Range
of Alternatives – General,” and Master Comment Response ALTS-1,
“Alternative Selection.”
PGE5-16: Based on additional information provided by PG&E
following the DEIS comment period, Reclamation has performed
additional analysis on PG&E facilities within the primary study area.
Based on additional analysis and coordination with PG&E, the Final EIS
has been updated to reflect the refinements to the Pit 7 Powerhouse
Mechanical Modifications, additional dewatering pumping capacity at
gallery, extend dam erosion protection, stabilize flooded roadway
section with concrete paving, relocate gaging station and cableway,
extend boat barriers, rehab existing boat ramp, relocate security fence,
relocate miscellaneous signage, relocate early warning system, and
increase height of the existing left and right concrete training walls. The
Engineering Summary Appendix, Chapter 3, “Design Considerations for
Dam and Appurtenances of Dam Enlargement,” has been updated to
include additional analysis performed on PG&E facilities using
additional information provided to Reclamation. See also response to
PGE5-1.
PGE5-17: Reclamation coordinated with PG&E on December 5, 2013
to review PG&E’s comments including multiple attachments referred to
in the above comment. Based on additional information provided by
PG&E following the DEIS comment period, Reclamation has performed
additional analysis on PG&E facilities within the primary study area.
Based on additional analysis and coordination with PG&E, the Final EIS
has been updated to reflect the refinements to the Pit 7 Powerhouse
Mechanical Modifications, additional dewatering pumping capacity at
gallery, extend dam erosion protection, stabilize flooded roadway
section with concrete paving, relocate gaging station and cableway,
extend boat barriers, rehab existing boat ramp, relocate security fence,
relocate miscellaneous signage, relocate early warning system, and
increase height of the existing left and right concrete training walls.
Per PG&E’s email from John Klobas dated April 8, 2014, PG&E
requested that specific information included in their comment letters not
be released to the public for security reasons:
The documents PG&E provided to Reclamation during the
comment period for the SLWRI do indeed contain FERC
designated Critical Energy Infrastructure Information
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(CEII) and other sensitive and confidential information that
should not be released to the public for security reasons.
Below is a listing of additional instructions for these
documents:
•

Do not release the CEII drawing in Attachment 1. It
is okay to release the remainder of Attachment 1.

•

It is okay to release the entire Attachment 2.

•

Do not release Attachment 3. (CEII is included
throughout the Pit 7 B&V Report)

•

Do not release Attachment 4. (Sensitive information
about the distribution and communication lines
w/maps)

•

Do not release Attachment 5. (Sensitive information
about the transmission lines)

PGE5-18: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-5, “Some
People Support Dam Raise and Others Oppose Dam Raise.”
PGE5-19: This comment appears to referencing scoping meetings
performed for the SLWRI, and not the DEIS which is the subject of
these responses. However, following receipt of PG&E’s November 30,
2005 letter, Reclamation coordinated with PG&E to obtain information
on PG&E facilities. This information, although limited, was the basis for
the analysis and evaluations presented in the DEIS. Following the DEIS
Reclamation has coordinated with PG&E to obtain additional facility
information. See also response to PGE5-1.
PGE5-20: This comment appears to referencing the Draft Feasibility
Report for the SLWRI, and not the DEIS which is the subject of these
responses. Please also see response to PGE5-1.
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33.10.36

Pacific Gas & Electric Company
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Responses to Comments from Pacific Gas & Electric Company

PGE6-1: Reclamation recognizes the changes made to PG&E's
comment letter sent on September 25, 2013. Please see response PGE511.
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33.10.37

Porgans & Associates
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Responses to Comments from Porgans & Associates

PORG-1: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-1, “Potential
Effects to Cultural Resources,” Master Comment Response CR-3,
“Current Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response
CR-15, “National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 Consultations.”
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PORG-2: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-6,
“Historic Dam Effects on Fisheries.”
PORG-3: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
PORG-4: Comment noted.
PORG-5: Reclamation operates the Central Valley Project in
compliance with all applicable state and federal statutes and regulations.
Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water Rights.”
PORG-6: Reclamation operates the Central Valley Project in
compliance with all applicable state and federal statutes and regulations.
PORG-7: Central Valley agricultural drainage problems are outside the
scope of the SLWRI and are being addressed by Reclamation and other
stakeholders under separate programs from the SLWRI. Examples of
these programs/initiatives include the San Luis Drainage Reevaluation
Program, Grassland Bypass Project, and the Central Valley Salinity
Alternatives for Long-Term Sustainability (CV-SALTS).
Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-7, “Rules and
Regulations for Water Operations under Action Alternatives.”
PORG-8: It is unclear what connection the commenter is making
between D-1631 and Reclamation or its water systems. Water Rights
Decision D-1631 is related to diversion of water from the Mono Basin
by the City of Los Angeles under the City’s water right. Diversions
referenced in D-1631 from Mono County’s Lee Vining, Walker, Parker,
and Rush creeks are not through CVP and SWP facilities, or any other
facilities owned or operated by Reclamation, and the CVP and SWP do
not divert water from the Mono Basin.
PORG-9: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-8,
“National Marine Fisheries Service Recovery Plan, Anadromous Fish
Restoration Program Doubling Goals and Biological Opinions.”
PORG-10: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development – Water Supply Reliability.”
PORG-11: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development – Water Supply Reliability.”
PORG-12: Comment noted.
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33.10.38

Plumbers and Pipefitters Local Union #228

Responses to Comments from Plumbers and Pipefitters Local
Union #228

PPLU-1: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-5, “Some
People Support Dam Raise and Others Oppose Dam Raise.”
PPLU-2: Please refer to Master Comment Response MAILINGLIST-1,
“Addition to the Mailing List.”
PPLU-3: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-2,
“Unsubstantiated Information.”
PPLU-4: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development – Water Supply Reliability.”
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33.10.39

Rotary Club of Redding

Responses to Comments from Rotary Club of Redding

RCOR-1: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTR-1, “Range
of Alternatives – General.”
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33.10.40

Rivers for Change
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Responses to Comments from Rivers for Change

RFC-1: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTR-1, “Range of
Alternatives – General,” and Master Comment Response COST/BEN-1,
“Intent of EIS and Process to Determine Federal Interest.”
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RFC-2: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development – Water Supply Reliability,” Master
Comment Response COST/BEN-1, “Intent of EIS and Process to
Determine Federal Interest,” and Master Comment Response
COST/BEN-2, “Comments Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report.”
RFC-3: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development – Water Supply Reliability,” and Master
Comment Response ALTR-1, “Range of Alternatives – General.”
RFC-4: The state regulatory framework for groundwater resources as it
pertains to the SLWRI is described in the EIS in Chapter 6, “Hydrology,
Hydraulics, and Water Management,” Section 6.2.2, “State.”
Chapter 2 of the DEIS, “Alternatives,” Section 2.3.1, “Management
Measures Common to All Action Alternatives,” describes the
management measures retained during the alternatives development
process that are included, to some degree, in all of the action
alternatives. For the SLWRI, all action alternatives include a water
conservation program for new water supplies that would be created by
the project to augment current water use efficiency practices. The
proposed program would consist of a 10-year initial program to which
Reclamation would allocate approximately $1.6 million to $3.8 million
to fund water conservation efforts. Funding would be proportional to
additional water supplies delivered and would focus on assisting project
beneficiaries (agencies receiving increased water supplies because of the
project), with developing new or expanded urban water conservation,
agricultural water conservation, and water recycling programs. Program
actions would be a combination of technical assistance, grants, and loans
to support a variety of water conservation projects, such as recycled
wastewater projects, irrigation system retrofits, and urban utilities
retrofit and replacement programs. The program could be established as
an extension of existing Reclamation programs, or as a new program
through teaming with cost-sharing partners. Combinations and types of
water use efficiency actions funded would be tailored to meet the needs
of identified cost-sharing partners, including consideration of costeffectiveness at a regional scale for agencies receiving funding.
Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1, “Alternative
Development – Water Supply Reliability.”
RFC-5: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1, “Comment
Included as Part of the Record.”
RFC-6: Please refer to Master Comment Response RE-1, “Reservoir
Evaporation."
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RFC-7: Please refer to Chapter 4, “Geology, Geomorphology, Minerals,
and Soils,” of the EIS and Chapter 7, “Water Quality,” Section 7.1.2,
“Sediment,” for a description of sediment and erosion potential at the
current Lake Shasta.
RFC-8: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development – Water Supply Reliability.”
RFC-9: This DEIS does not assess the annual loss of revenue due to
compromised fish stock in the Sacramento River since the completion of
Shasta Dam. This project only evaluates the potential effects to Chinook
salmon and other Sacramento River fisheries from raising Shasta Dam
and the No-Action Alternative.
Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-6, “Historic Dam
Effects on Fisheries.”
RFC-10: Operations and maintenance life cycle costs are included in
cost estimates for SLWRI action alternatives. Total annual costs for
action alternatives are included in Attachment 1, “Cost Estimates for
Comprehensive Plans,” to the DEIS Engineering Appendix. Updated
total annual costs for action alternatives were included in the SLWRI
Final Feasibility Report.
Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-1, “Intent of EIS
and Process to Determine Federal Interest.”
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